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SEMI Announces Silicon Innovation Forum to
Bridge Funding Gaps for Early-Stage Companies
SEMI

. — February 14, 2013 — SEMI, in collaboration with leading strategic investing
groups throughout the global semiconductor industry, has announced the Silicon
Innovation Forum (SIF) to bridge funding gaps for new and early-stage companies
with valuable semiconductor manufacturing and technology solutions. SIF will be
held in conjunction with SEMICON West [1], on July 9, 2013 at the Moscone Center
in San Francisco, Calif. The event will consist of a one-half day conference
highlighted by investment presentations from new and emerging companies with
innovative technology solutions targeted at next generation semiconductors. The
Silicon Innovation Forum is being organized by leading strategic investment groups
in the industry including Applied Ventures, Dow Chemical Company, Intel Capital,
Micron Ventures, TEL Venture Capital, and Samsung Ventures.
“At a time when the need for new ideas and technologies has never been greater,
venture capital and private funding sources for advanced semiconductor technology
development has significantly declined over the past decade, threatening the future
of Moore’s Law and the economic engine of today’s connected, electronic society,”
said Denny McGuirk, president and CEO of SEMI. “The Silicon Innovation Forum will
address these funding gaps by providing a platform for new and emerging
innovators, strategic investors, and venture capitalists to discuss the needs and
requirements for next-generation technologies, and provide insights into
technology, capital, partnership, and collaboration strategies necessary for mutual
success.”
This unprecedented collaboration of leading strategic investor groups from
throughout the world has formed to streamline and accelerate partnership
opportunities for technology entrepreneurs to bridge the gap between R&D and
product development funding. The Forum will provide short-term business
opportunities for early / mid-stage companies, R&D entrepreneurs from larger
companies, and other industry innovators—while addressing long-term structural
changes to the industry necessary to foster a healthy innovation pipeline.
New and emerging companies can showcase their innovations through table top
and/or poster displays for one-on-one meetings with qualified investors, plus
showcase their ideas during short pitches during the SiF Conference. The SIF
Conference will be free to all SEMICON West attendees, but the Innovation
Showcase and Reception for one-on-one presentation and meeting opportunities will
be restricted to qualified partnership and investor groups.
For more information on the Silicon Innovation Forum and for information on how to
participate visit: www.semiconwest.org/sif [2]
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About SEMI
SEMI is the global industry association serving the nano- and microelectronics
manufacturing supply chains. Our 2,000 member companies are the engine of the
future, enabling smarter, faster and more economical products that improve our
lives. Since 1970, SEMI has been committed to helping members grow more
profitably, create new markets and meet common industry challenges. SEMI
maintains offices in Bangalore, Beijing, Berlin, Brussels, Grenoble, Hsinchu, Moscow,
San Jose, Seoul, Shanghai, Singapore, Tokyo, and Washington, D.C. For more
information on SEMI, visit www.semi.org [3].
Association Contact
Deborah Geiger/SEMI
Phone: 408.943.7988
Email: dgeiger@semi.org [4]
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